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Abstract
Existing collaborative ranking based recommender systems tend to perform best
when there is enough observed ratings for each user and the observation is made com-
pletely at random. Under this setting recommender systems can properly suggest a
list of recommendations according to the user interests. However, when the observed
ratings are extremely sparse (e.g. in the case of cold-start users where no rating data is
available), and are not sampled uniformly at random, existing ranking methods fail to
effectively leverage side information to transduct the knowledge from existing ratings
to unobserved ones. We propose a semi-supervised collaborative ranking model,
dubbed S2COR, to improve the quality of cold-start recommendation. S2COR mitigates
the sparsity issue by leveraging side information about both observed and missing rat-
ings by collaboratively learning the ranking model. This enables it to deal with the
case of missing data not at random, but to also effectively incorporate the available
side information in transduction. We experimentally evaluated our proposed algorithm
on a number of challenging real-world datasets and compared against state-of-the-art
models for cold-start recommendation. We report significantly higher quality recom-
mendations with our algorithm compared to the state-of-the-art.
1 Introduction
Due to the popularity and exponential growth of e-commerce and online streaming websites,
a compelling demand has been created for efficient recommender systems to guide users
∗These authors contributed equally to this work.
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toward items of their interests (e.g. products, books, movies) [1]. In collaborative methods,
either filtering or ranking, by relying on the low-rank assumption on the users’ preferences,
both users and items are mapped into a latent feature space based on partially observed
ratings that are later used to make predictions. In collaborative filtering (CF) methods
such as matrix factorization [15], where the aim is to accurately predict the ratings, the
latent features are extracted in a way to minimize the prediction error measured in terms of
popular performance measures such as root mean square error (RMSE). In spark contrast
to CF, in collaborating ranking (CR) models [15, 10, 36, 11], where the goal is to rank the
unrated items in the order of relevance to the user, the popular ranking measures such as
as discounted cumulative gain (DCG), normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG), and
average precision (AP) [14] are often employed to collaboratively learn a ranking model for
the latent features.
Recent studies have demonstrated that CR models lead to significantly higher ranking
accuracy over their traditional CF counterparts that optimize rating prediction. This is
important considering the fact that what we really care in recommendation is not the actual
values of ratings, but the order of items to be recommended to a specific user. Therefore,
the error measures such as RMSE are often hopelessly insufficient, as their place equal
emphasis on all the ratings. Among ranking models, the methods that mainly concentrate
on the top of the list have received a considerable amount of attention, due to the higher
probability of examining the top portion of the list of recommendations by users. Therefore,
the introduction of ranking metrics such as push norm or infinite norm [26, 3, 10, 16],
sparked a widespread interest in CR models and has been proven to be more effective in
practice [35, 10].
Although CR models for recommender systems has been studied extensively and some
progress has been made, however, the state of affairs remains unsettled: the issue of handling
cold-start items in ranking models and coping with not missing at random assumption of
ratings are elusive open issues. First, in many real world applications, the rating data are
very sparse (e.g., the density of the data is around 1% for many publicly available datasets)
or for a subset of users or items the rating data is entirely missing (knows as cold-start user
and cold-start item problem, respectively) [28]. Second, collaborative filtering and ranking
models rely on the critical assumption that the missing ratings are sampled uniformly at
random. However, in many real applications of recommender systems, this assumption is
not believed to hold, as invariably some users are more active than others and some items are
rated by many people while others are rarely rated [34]. These issues have been investigated
in factorization based methods, nonetheless, it is not straightforward to adapt them to
CR models and are left open [10]. Motivated by these challenges, we ask the following
fundamental question in the context of collaborative ranking models:
Is it possible to effectively learn a collaborative ranking model in the presence of
cold-start items/users that is robust to the sampling of observed ratings?
In this paper, we give an affirmative answer to the above question. In particular, we
introduce a semi-supervised collaborative ranking model, dubbed S2COR , by leveraging side
information about both observed and missing ratings in collaboratively learning the ranking
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model. In the learned model, unrated items are conservatively pushed after the relevant
and before the irrelevant items in the ranked list of items for each individual user. This
crucial difference greatly boosts the performance and limits the bias caused by learning only
from sparse non-random observed ratings. We also introduce a graph regularization method
to exploit the side information about users to overcome the cold-start users problem. In
summary, the key features of S2COR are:
• Inspired by recent developments in ranking at top [26, 3, 17], the proposed model is a
collaborative ranking model that primarily focuses on the top of the recommendation
list for each user. Moreover, in stark contrast to pairwise ranking models which have
quadratic dependency on the number of items, the proposed ranking model has a linear
dependency on the number of items, making it suitable for large-scale recommendation.
• It leverages side information about items with both observed and missing ratings while
collaboratively learning the ranking model, which enables it to effectively incorporate
the available side information in knowledge transduction.
• By incorporating the unrated items in ranking, it limits the bias caused by learning
solely based on the observed ratings and consequently deals with the not missing at
random issue of ratings.
• It is also able to leverage the similarity information between users based on a graph
regularization method to make high quality recommendations for users with few ratings
or cold-start users without an rating information.
To build the intuition on how incorporating missing ratings in S2COR is beneficial in
handling cold-start problem and mitigating data sparsity issue, we note that in many real
world applications the available feedback on items is extremely sparse, and therefore the
ranking models fail to effectively leverage the available side information in transdcuting
the knowledge from existing ratings to unobserved ones. This problem becomes especially
eminent in cases where surrogate ranking models such as pairwise models are used due to
their computational virtues, where the unobserved ratings do not play any role in learning
the model. As a result, by leveraging rich sources of information about all items, one can
potentially bridge the gap between existing items and new items to overcome the cold-start
problem.
Turning to the non-random sampling issue of observed ratings, we note that the non-
randomness is observing the ratings creates a bias in learning the model that negatively
impacts the future predictions and may degrade the resulting recommendation accuracy if
ignored. Therefore, the nature of missing ratings has to be modeled precisely as to obtain
correct results. To reduce the effect of bias, the proposed ranking model takes a conservative
approach and pushes the items with unknown ratings to the middle of ranked list, i.e., after
the relevant and before the irrelevant items. This is equivalent to assuming a prior about
the unknown ratings which is believed to perform well as investigated in [12]. However,
unlike [12], the proposed ranking idea is free of deciding an explicit value for missing ratings
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which makes it more valuable from a practical point of view.
We conduct thorough experiments on real datasets and compare our results with the
state-of-the-art models for cold-start recommendation to demonstrate the effectiveness
of our proposed algorithm in recommendation at the top of the list and mitigating the
data sparsity issue. Our results indicate that our algorithm outperforms other algorithms
and provides recommendation with higher quality compared to the state-of-the-art methods.
Organization. This paper is organized as follows. We briefly review related work in Sec-
tion 2. We establish the notation and formally define the problem in Section 3. In Section 4,
we propose the semi-supervised collaborative ranking model with a push at the top of the
list. Section 5 discusses efficient convex and non-convex optimization algorithms for opti-
mization. Section 6 generalizes the proposed algorithm to leverage similarity information
about users. We empirically evaluate the proposed method in Section 7, and conclude in
Section 8.
2 Related Work
There is now a vast body of literature on ranking models for recommendation, coping with
non-random missing ratings and an even bigger body of literature on handling cold-start
problem by leveraging side information; we restrict our literature review here to papers that
are most directly related.
Collaborative ranking for recommendation. The last few years have seen a resur-
gence in collaborative ranking centered around the technique of exploiting low-rank struc-
tures, an approach we take as well. Several approaches to CR have recently been proposed
that are mainly inspired by the analogy between query-document relations in IR and user-
item relations in recommender systems. The PMF-based approach [4] uses the latent repre-
sentations produced by matrix factorization as user-item features and learns a ranking model
on these features. CofiRank [37] learns latent representations that minimize a ranking-based
loss instead of the squared error. ListRankMF [30] aims at minimizing the cross entropy
between the predict item permutation probability and true item permutation probability.
In [16] a method for Local Collaborative Ranking (LCR) where ideas of local low-rank ma-
trix approximation were applied to the pairwise ranking loss minimization framework is
introduced. In [35] a framework that allows for pointwise as well as listwise training with
respect to various ranking metrics is proposed. Finally, [10] proposed a CR model build
on the recent developments in ranking methods [3, 26] that focus on accuracy at top and
proposed CR methods with p-push and infinite push norms. Incorporating side information
in their model which is left as open issue was the main motivation of the current work.
Cold-start recommendation with side information. Due in part to its importance,
there has been an active line of work to address difficulties associated with cold-start users
and items, where a common theme among them is to exploit auxiliary information about
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users or items besides the rating data that are usually available [31]. A feature based
regression ranking model for predicting the values (rates) of user-item matrix in cold-start
scenarios by leveraging all information available for users and items is proposed in [24]. The
kernelized matrix factorization approach studied in [38], which incorporates the auxiliary
information into the MF. In [27] joint factorization of the user-item and item-feature matrices
by using the same item latent feature matrix in both decompositions is utilized. The FBSM
model is introduced in [29], which learns factorized bilinear similarity model for new items,
given the rating information as well as the features of these items. Recently, [5] proposed
a decoupling approach to transduct knowledge from side information to rating prediction
which is able to handle both cold-start items and users problems in factorization based
models.
Recommendation with not missing at random ratings. Substantial evidence for
violations of the missing at random condition in recommender systems is reported in [20]
and it has been showed that incorporating an explicit model of the missing data mechanism
can lead to significant improvements in prediction performance.The first study of the effect
of non-random missing data on collaborative ranking is presented in [19]. In [32] an EM al-
gorithm to optimize in turn the factorization and the estimation of missing values. Recently,
in [12] a novel dynamic matrix factorization framework that allows to set an explicit prior
on unknown values is introduced. However their algorithm requires a careful setting of the
prior rating to be practical.
3 Preliminaries
In this section we establish the notation used throughout the paper and formally describe
our problem setting.
Scalars are denoted by lower case letters and vectors by bold face lower case letters such
as u. We use bold face upper case letters such as M to denote matrices. The Frobenius
norm of a matrix M ∈ Rn×m is denoted by ‖M‖F, i.e, ‖M‖F =
√∑n
i=1
∑m
j=1 |Mij |2 and its
(i, j)th entry is denoted by Ai,j. The trace norm of a matrix is denoted by ‖M‖∗ which is
defined as the sum of its singular values. The transpose of a vector and a matrix denoted by
u⊤ and U⊤, respectively. We use [n] to denote the set on integers {1, 2, · · · , n}. The set of
non-negative real numbers is denoted by R+. The indicator function is denoted by I[·]. For
a vector u ∈ Rp we use ‖u‖1 =
∑p
i=1 |ui|, ‖u‖2 = (
∑p
i=1 |ui|2)1/2, and ‖u‖∞ = max1≤i≤p ui
to denote its ℓ1, ℓ2, and ℓ∞ norms, respectively. The dot product between two vectors u and
u′ is denoted by either 〈u,u′〉 or u⊤u′.
In collaborative filtering we assume that there is a set of n users U = {u1, · · · , un} and a
set of m items I = {i1, · · · , im} where each user ui expresses opinions about a set of items.
The rating information is summarized in an n × m matrix R ∈ {−1,+1, ?}n×m, 1 ≤ i ≤
n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m where the rows correspond to the users and the columns correspond to the
items and (p, q)th entry is the rate given by user up to the item iq. We note that the rating
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matrix is partially observed and it is sparse in most cases. We are mainly interested in
recommending a set of items for an active user such that the user has not rated these items
before.
4 Transductive Collaborating Ranking
We now turn our attention to the main thrust of the paper where we present our transductive
collaborative ranking algorithm with accuracy at top by exploiting the features of unrated
data. We begin with the basic formulation and then extend it to incorporate the unrated
items. The pseudo-code of the resulting learning algorithm is provided in Algorithm 1.
4.1 A basic formulation
We consider a ranking problem, where, given a set of users U and known user feedback
on a set of items I, the goal is to generate rankings of unobserved items, adapted to each
of the users’ preferences. Here we consider the bipartite setting in which items are either
relevant (positive) or irrelevant (negative). Many ranking methods have been developed
for bipartite ranking, and most of them are essentially based on pairwise ranking. These
algorithms reduce the ranking problem into a binary classification problem by treating each
relevant/irrelevant instance pair as a single object to be classified [18].
As mentioned above, most research has concentrated on the rating prediction problem
in CF where the aim is to accurately predict the ratings for the unrated items for each
user. However, most applications that use CF typically aim to recommend only a small
ranked set of items to each user. Thus rather than concentrating on rating prediction we
instead approach this problem from the ranking viewpoint where the goal is to rank the
unrated items in the order of relevance to the user. Moreover, it is desirable to concentrate
aggressively on top portion of the ranked list to include mostly relevant items and push
irrelevant items down from the top. Specifically, we propose an algorithm that maximizes
the number of relevant items which are pushed to the absolute top of the list by utilizing
the P-Norm Push ranking measure which is specially designed for this purpose [26] .
For simplicity of exposition, let us first consider the ranking model for a single user u. Let
X+ = {x+1 , · · · ,x+n+} and X− = {x−1 , · · · ,x−n−} be the set of feature vectors of n+ relevant
and n− irrelevant items to user u, respectively. We consider linear ranking functions where
each item features vector x ∈ Rd is mapped to a score w⊤x . The goal is to find parameters
w for each user such that the ranking function best captures past feedback from the user.
The goal of ranking is to maximize the number of relevant items ranked above the highest-
ranking irrelevant item. We cast this idea for each user u individually into the following
optimization problem:
min
w∈Rd
1
n+
n+∑
i=1
I
[
〈w,x+i 〉 ≤ max
1≤j≤n−
〈w,x−j 〉
]
(1)
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Algorithm 1 S2COR
1: input: λ ∈ R+: the regularization parameter, and {ηt}t≥1: the sequence of scalar step
sizes
2: Initialize W0 ∈ Rn×d
3: Choose an appropriate step size
4: for t = 1, . . . , T do
5: Compute the sub-gradient of Gt ∈ ∂L(Wt) using Eq. (11)
6: [Ut,Σt,Vt]← SVD(Wt−1 − 1ηt−1Gt))
7: Wt ← Ut
[
Σ− λ
ηt−1
I
]
+
V⊤t
8: end for
9: output:
where I[·] is the indicator function which returns 1 when the input is true and 0 otherwise,
n+ and n− are the the number of relevant and irrelevant items to user u, respectively.
Let us now derive the general form of our objective. We hypothesize that most users
base their decisions about items based on a number of latent features about the items. In
order to uncover these latent feature dimensions, we impose a low-rank constraint on the
set of parameters for all users. To this end, let W = [w1,w2, · · · ,wn]⊤ ∈ Rn×d denote the
matrix of all parameter vectors for n users. Let I+i ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , m} and I−i ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , m}
be the set of relevant and irrelevant items of ith user, respectively. The overall objective for
all users is formulated as follows:
F(W) = λ‖W‖∗
+
n∑
i=1
 1
|I+i |
∑
j∈I+i
I
[
〈wi,xj〉 ≤ max
k∈I−i
〈wi,xk〉
], (2)
where ‖ · ‖∗ is the trace norm (also known as nuclear norm) which is the sum of the singular
values of the input matrix.
The objective in Eq. (2) is composed of two terms. The first term is the regularization
term and is introduced to capture the factor model intuition discussed above. The premise
behind a factor model is that there is only a small number of factors influencing the prefer-
ences, and that a user’s preference vector is determined by how each factor applies to that
user. Therefore, the parameter vectors of all users must lie in a low-dimensional subspace.
Trace-norm regularization is a widely-used and successful approach for collaborative filtering
and matrix completion. The trace-norm regularization is well-known to be a convex surro-
gate to the matrix rank, and has repeatedly shown good performance in practice [33, 9]. The
second term is introduced to push the relevant items of each user to the top of the list when
ranked based on the parameter vector of the user and features of items.
The above optimization problem is intractable due to the non-convex indicator function.
To design practical learning algorithms, we replace the indicator function in (2) with its
convex surrogate. To this end, define the convex loss function ℓ : R 7→ R+ as ℓ(x) =
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[1 − x]+. This is the widely used hinge loss in SVM classification (see e.g., [7]) 1. This loss
function reflects the amount by which the constraints are not satisfied. By replacing the
non-convex indicator function with this convex surrogate leads to the following tractable
convex optimization problem:
F(W) = λ‖W‖∗
+
n∑
i=1
 1
|I+i |
∑
j∈I+i
ℓ
(〈wi,xj〉 − ‖X−i wi‖∞)
 (3)
where X−i = [x1, . . . ,xn−
i
]⊤ is the matrix of features of n−i irrelevant items in I−i and ‖ · ‖∞
is the max norm of a vector.
4.2 Semi-supervised collaborative ranking
In this part, we extend the proposed ranking idea to learn both from rated as well as
unrated items. The motivation of incorporating unrated items comes from the following key
observations. First, we note that commonly there is a small set of rated (either relevant or
irrelevant) items for each user and a large number of unrated items. As it can be seen from
Eq. (2), the unrated items do not play any role in learning the model for each user as the
learning is only based on the pair of rated items. When the feature information for items is
available, it would be very helpful if one can leverage such unrated items in the learning-to-
rank process to effectively leverage the available side information. By leveraging both types
of rated and unrated items, we can compensate for the lack of rating data. Second, the
non-randomness in observing the observed ratings creates a bias in learning the model that
may degrade the resulting recommendation accuracy. Therefore, finding a precise model to
reduce the effect of bias introduced by non-random missing ratings seems essential.
To address these two issues, we extend the basic formulation in Eq. (2) to incorporate
items with missing ratings in ranking of items for individual users. A conservative solution
is to push the items with unknown ratings to the middle of ranked list, i.e., after the relevant
and before the irrelevant items. To do so, let I◦i = I \
(I+i ∪ I−i ) denote the set of items
unrated for user i ∈ U . We introduce two extra terms in the objective in Eq. (2) to push
the unrated items Ii◦ below the relevant items and above the irrelevant items, which yilelds
1We note that other convex loss functions such as exponential loss ℓ(x) = exp(−x), and logistic loss
ℓ(x) = log(1 + exp(−x)) also can be used as the surrogates of indicator function, but for the simplicity of
derivation we only consider the hinge loss here.
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the following objective:
L(w) = 1|I+i |
∑
i∈I+i
ℓ
(
〈w,xi〉 ≤ max
j∈I−i
〈w,xj〉
)
+
1
|I+i |
∑
i∈I+
i
ℓ
(
〈w,xi〉 ≤ max
j∈I◦i
〈w,xj〉
)
+
1
|I◦i |
∑
i∈I◦i
ℓ
(
〈w,xi〉 ≤ max
j∈I−i
〈w,xj〉
) (4)
Equipped with the objective of individual users, we now turn to the final collaborating
ranking objective as:
F(W) = λ‖W‖∗
+
n∑
i=1
 1
|I+i |
∑
j∈I+i
ℓ
(〈wi,xj〉 − ‖X−i wi‖∞)

+
n∑
i=1
 1
|I+i |
∑
j∈I+i
ℓ (〈wi,xj〉 − ‖X◦iwi‖∞)

+
n∑
i=1
 1
|I◦i |
∑
j∈I◦i
ℓ
(〈wi,xj〉 − ‖X−i wi‖∞)
,
(5)
where X◦i = [x1, . . . ,xn◦i ]
⊤ is the matrix of n◦i unrated items in I◦i .
Remark 4.1 We emphasize that beyond the accuracy considerations of push norm at top
of the list, the push norm has a clear advantage to the pairwise ranking models from a
computational point of view. In particular, the push norm has a linear O(m) dependency on
the number of items which is quadratic O(m2) for pairwise ranking models.
5 The Optimization
We now turn to solving the optimization problem in (5). We start by discussing a gradient
descent method with shrinkage operator followed by its accelerated version, and then propose
a non-convex formulation with alternative minimization for more effective optimization of
objective in S2COR.
5.1 Gradient descent with shrinkage operator
Due to the presence of trace norm of the parameters matrix, this objective function falls into
the general category of composite optimization, which can be solved by stochastic gradient
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or gradient descent methods. In this part we propose a projected gradient decent method to
solve the optimization problem. First we write the objective as:
min
W∈Rn×d
F(W) = λ‖W‖∗ + L(W), (6)
where L(W) =∑ni=1 L(wi).
A simple way to solving the above optimization problem is gradient descent algo-
rithm [23], which needs to evaluate the gradient of objective at each iteration. To deal
with the non-smooth trace norm ‖W‖∗ in the objective, we first note that the optimization
problem in Eq. (6) can be reformulated under the framework of proximal regularization or
composite gradient mapping [23]. By taking advantage of the composite structure it is possi-
ble to retain the same convergence rates of the gradient method for the smooth optimization
problems. In particular, the optimization problem in (6) can be solved iteratively by:
Wt = argmin
W
L(Wt−1) + tr
(
(W −Wt−1)⊤∇L(Wt−1)
)
+
ηt
2
‖W −Wt−1‖2F + λ‖W‖∗,
(7)
where {ηt}t≥1 is a sequence of scalar step sizes and tr(·) is the trace of input matrix.
By ignoring the constant terms, Eq. (7) can also be rewritten as:
ηt
2
∥∥∥∥W −(Wt−1 − 1ηt∇L(Wt−1)
)∥∥∥∥2
F
+ λ‖W‖∗. (8)
We use the singular value shrinkage operator introduced in [8] to find the optimal solution
to Eq. (8). To this end, consider the singular value decomposition (SVD) of a matrix
M ∈ Rn×d of rank r asM = UΣV∗, Σ = diag({σi}1≤i≤r), where U and V are respectively
n× r and d× r matrices with orthonormal columns, and the singular values σi are positive.
For a scalar τ ∈ R+, define the singular value shrinkage operator Pτ as:
Pτ (M) := UPτ (Σ)V
∗, Pτ (Σ) = diag([σi − τ ]+}), (9)
where [x]+ is the positive part of x, namely, [x]+ = max(0, x). The shrinkage operator
basically applies a soft-thresholding rule to the singular values of M, effectively shrinking
these towards zero.
Theorem 5.1 (Theorem 2.1, [8]) For each τ ≥ 0 and W ∈ Rn×d, the singular value
shrinkage operator (9) obeys
Pτ (W) = argmin
X
{
1
2
‖X−W‖2F + τ‖X‖∗
}
. (10)
The above theorem shows that the singular value shrinkage operator of a matrix is the
solution to Eq. (10). Equipped with this result, the optimization problem in Eq. (8) can be
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solved by first computing the SVD of updated Wt−1 and then applying soft thresholding on
the singular values as:
Wt = P λ
ηt−1
(
Wt−1 − 1
ηt−1
∇L(Wt−1)
)
Now we need to evaluate the gradient of L(W) at Wt−1. The convex function L(W) is not
differentiable, so we use its subgradient in updating the solutions which can be computed
for ith parameter vector wi, as follows:
gi = ∂L/∂wi
=
∑
j∈I+i
I
[〈wi,xj〉 − ‖X−i wi‖∞ ≤ 1] (∂‖X−i wi‖∞ − xj)
+
∑
j∈I+i
I [〈wi,xj〉 − ‖X◦iwi‖∞ ≤ 1] (∂‖X◦iwi‖∞ − xj)
+
∑
j∈I◦i
I
[〈wi,xj〉 − ‖X−i wi‖∞ ≤ 1] (∂‖X−i wi‖∞ − xj),
(11)
where ∂‖X−i wi‖∞ is the subdifferential of the function ‖X−i wi‖∞ at point wi. Since the
subdifferential of the maximum of functions is the convex hull of the union of subdifferentials
of the active functions at point w [22], we have:
∂‖X−i wi‖∞ = ∂ max
1≤j∈I−i
〈wi,xj〉
= conv
{
xj|〈wi,xj〉 = ‖X−i wi‖∞, j ∈ I−j
}
.
Then, G = [g1, g2, . . . , gn]
⊤ ∈ Rn×d is a subgradient at W, i.e. G ∈ ∂L(W).
Remark 5.2 We note that here, for the ease of exposition, we only consider the non-
differentiable convex hinge loss as the surrogate of non-convex due to its computational
virtues. However, by using other smooth convex surrogate losses such as smoothed hinge
loss or exponential loss, one can apply the accelerated gradient descent methods [22] to solve
the optimization problem which results in significantly faster convergence rate compared to
the naive gradient descent (i.e, O(1/
√
ǫ) convergence rate for accelerated method compared
to the O(1/ǫ2) rate for gradient descent for non-smooth optimization, where ǫ is the target
accuracy).
5.2 Efficient optimization by dropping convexity
The main computational cost in each iteration of the S2COR algorithm lies in computing the
SVD decomposition ofWk. An alternative cheaper way to solving the optimization problem
in Eq. (6) is as follows. For a fixed rank of the target parameter matrix W, say k, one
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can decompose it as W = UV. From the equivalence relation between trace norm and the
Frobenius of its components in decomposition,
‖W‖∗ = min
U∈Rn×k ,V∈Rm×k
W=UV⊤
1
2
(‖U‖2F + ‖V‖2F)
we can write the objective in terms of these low rank components as:
min
U∈Rn×k ,V∈Rm×k
λ
2
(‖U‖2F + ‖V‖2F)+ L(UV), (12)
These factored optimization problem does not have the explicit trace norm regularization.
However, the new formulation is non-convex and potentially subject to stationary points that
are not globally optimal. However, despite its non-convexity, the formulation in Eq. (12) is
competitive as compared to trace-norm minimization, while scalability is much better. In
particular, the objective is not jointly convex in both U and V but it is convex in each of
them fixing the other one. Therefore, to find a local solution one can stick to the standard
gradient descent method to find a solution in an iterative manner as follows:
Ut+1 ← (1− ληt)Ut − ηt∇UL|U=Ut,V=Vt ,
Vt+1 ← (1− ληt)Vt − ηt∇VL|U=Ut,V=Vt .
Remark 5.3 It is remarkable that the large number of users or items may cause compu-
tational problems in solving the optimization problem using GD method. The reason is es-
sentially the fact that computing the gradient at each iteration requires to go through all the
users and compute the gradient for pair of items. To alleviate this problem one can uti-
lize stochastic gradient method [21] to solve the optimization problem. The main idea is to
choose a fixed subset of pairs for gradient computation instead of all pairs at each iteration or
a sample a user at random for gradient computation instead of including all users. We note
that this strategy generates unbiased estimates of the true gradient and makes each iteration
of algorithm computationally more efficient compared to the full gradient counterpart.
6 Regularization by Exploiting Similarity of Users
In many recommender systems, in addition to handling cold-start items, it would be ben-
eficial to make high quality recommendations to new users. The new user cold start issue
represents a serious problem in recommender systems as it can lead to the loss of new users
who decide to stop using the system due to the lack of accuracy in the recommendations
received in that first stage in which they have not yet cast a significant number of ratings
with which to feed the recommender system’s collaborative filtering core.
The above formulation estimates a parameter vector separately for each user regardless of
potential similarities across users. In this section we generalize the proposed ranking model
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Algorithm 2 S2COR+
1: input: γ, λ ∈ R+: the regularization parameters, {ηt}t≥1: the sequence of scalar step
sizes, and S ∈ Rn×n: the similarity matrix of usets
2: Initialize W0 ∈ Rn×d
3: Choose an appropriate step size
4: for t = 1, . . . , T do
5: Compute the sub-gradient of Gt ∈ ∂L(Wt) using Eq. (11)
6: Compute Ĝt = Gt + 2γXX
⊤WL
7: [Ut,Σt,Vt]← SVD(Wt−1 − 1ηt−1 Ĝt))
8: Wt ← Ut
[
Σ− λ
ηt−1
I
]
+
V⊤t
9: end for
10: output:
to the setting where the similarity information between users is available. Let S ∈ Rn×n be
the similarity matrix of users which is inferred from the side information about users such
as social relations between them or explicit users’ features. Let D be the diagonal matrix
with Dii =
∑n
j=1Wij, and L = D − S be the Laplacian matrix. It is natural to require
the similar users in the matrix S have similarity evaluation on rating the items [6]. Thus,
the new regularization on the parameters of users W using the similarity matrix S can be
achieved by minimizing:
1
2
m∑
i=1
(
n∑
j,k=1
Sjk (〈wj,xi〉 − 〈wk,xi〉)2
)
=
1
2
m∑
i=1
(
x⊤i wj(
∑
k
Sjk)w
⊤
j xi −
∑
j,k
x⊤i wjSjkw
⊤
k xi
)
=
∑
i
(∑
j
x⊤i wjSjjw
⊤
j xi −
∑
j,k
x⊤i wjSijw
⊤
k xi
)
=
∑
i
x⊤i
(
WDW⊤ −WSW⊤)xi
=
∑
i
x⊤i WLW
⊤xi = tr
(
X⊤WLW⊤X
)
.
By plugging the above regularization term in the Eq. (6), we obtain the following optimiza-
tion problem:
F(W) = λ‖W‖∗ + L(W) + γ tr
(
X⊤WLW⊤X
)
,
The above optimization problem can also be solved using the optimization procedure
discussed before. The only difference is the gradient computation step which now has an
extra term due the introduction of user’s similarity regularization. Specifically, we have the
new gradient Ĝt computed as:
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Ĝt = Gt + 2γXX
⊤WL,
which replaces the Gt in Algorithm 1. The resulting algorithm, dubbed S
2
COR+, is detailed
in Algorithm 2.
7 Experiments
In this section, we conduct exhaustive experiments to demonstrate the merits and advan-
tages of the proposed algorithm. We conduct our experiments on three well-known datasets
MovieLens, Amazon and CiteULike. We investigate how the proposed S2COR performs in
comparison to the state-of-the-art methods. In the following, first we introduce the datasets
that we use in our experiments and then the metrics that we employ to evaluate the results,
followed by our detailed experimental results on the real datasets.
In the following subsections, we intend to answer these key questions:
• Ranking versus rating: How does learning optimization for a ranking based loss
function affect the performance of recommending versus the square loss function?
• Employing missing ratings: How does employing the missing ratings could help in
making more accurate recommendations?
• Dealing with cold-start items: How does the proposed algorithm, with incorporat-
ing side information of items, perform in comparison to the state-of-the-art algorithms
to deal with cold-start items?
7.1 Datasets
We use the following well known datasets to evaluate the performance of S2COR:
• ML-IMDB. We used ML-IMDB which is a dataset extracted from the IMDB and
the MovieLens 1M datasets by mapping the MovieLens and IMDB and collecting
the movies that have plots and keywords. The rating values are 10 discrete numbers
ranging from 1 to 10 and the rating were made binary by treating all the ratings
greater than 5 as +1 and below 5 as −1.
• Amazon. We used the dataset of best-selling books and their ratings in Amazon.
Each book has a one or two paragraphs of textual description, which has been used
to have a set of features of the books. Ratings can be integers numbers from 1 to 5.
The ratings were also made binary by treating all the ratings greater or equal to 3 as
+1 and below 3 as −1.
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Table 1: Statistics of real datasets used in our experiments.
Statistics ML-IMDB Amazon CiteULike
Number of users 2,113 13,097 3,272
Number of items 8,645 11,077 21,508
Number of ratings 739,973 175,612 180,622
Number of features 8,744 5,766 6,359
Average number of ratings by users 350.2 13.4 55.2
Average number of ratings for items 85.6 13.4 55.2
Density 4.05% 0.12% 0.13%
• CiteULike. It is an online free service for managing and discovering scholarly
references. Users can add those articles that they are interested in to their libraries.
Collected articles in a user’s library will be considered as relevant items for that user.
This dataset does not have explicit irrelevant items and was chosen to illustrate the
effect of considering missing data while only having relevant itmes.
For all above datasets, the description about the items were tokenized and after removing
the stop words, the rest of the words were stemmed. Then those words that have been
appeared in less than 20 items and more that 20% of the items were also removed [29]. At
the end, the TF-IDF was applied on the remaining words and the TF-IDF scores represented
the features of the items. The statistics of the datasets are given in Table 1. As it is shown
in Table 1, all these three datasets have high dimensional feature space.
7.2 Metrics
We adopt the widely used metrics, Discounted Cumulative Gain at n and Recall at n, for
assessing the performance of our and baseline algorithms. For each user u, given an item i, let
sk be the relevance score of the item ranked at position k, where sk = 1 if the item is relevant
to the user u and sk = 0 otherwise. Now, given the list of top-n item recommendations for
user u, Discounted Cumulative Gain at n, is defined as:
DCGu@n = s1 +
n∑
k=2
sk
log2(k)
If we divide the DCGu@n by its maximum value, we get the NDCGu@n value. Given the
list of top-n item recommendations for each user u, Recall at n will count the number of
relevant items appeared in the recommendation list divided by the size of the list. Recall at
n is defined as:
RECu@n =
|{relevant items to u} ∩ {top-n recommended items}|
|{top-n recommended items}|
DCG@n, NDCGu@n and REC@n will be computed for each user and then will be averaged
over all users.
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7.3 Methodology
Given the partially observed rating matrix, we transformed the observed ratings of all
datasets from a multi-level relevance scale to a two-level scale (+1,−1) while 0 is considered
for unobserved ratings. We randomly selected 60% of the observed ratings for training and
20% for validation set and consider the remaining 20% of the ratings as our test set. To
better evaluate the results, we performed a 3-fold-cross validation and reported the average
value for our results.
7.4 Baseline Algorithms
The proposed S2COR algorithm is compared to the following algorithms:
• Matrix Factorization (MF) [33]: Is a matrix completion method that factorizes
the incomplete observed matrix and completes the matrix using the unveiled latent
features.
• Matrix Factorization with Side Information (KPMF) [38]: Is a matrix com-
pletion based algorithm, which incorporates external side information of the users or
items into the matrix factorization process. It imposes a Gaussian Process prior over all
rows of the matrix, and the learned model explicitly captures the underlying correlation
among the rows.
• Decoupled Completion and Transduction (DCT) [5]: Is a matrix factorization
based algorithm that decouples the completion and transduction stages and exploits
the similarity information among users and items to complete the (rating) matrix.
• Feature Based Factorized Bilinear Similarity Model (FBS) [29]: This algo-
rithm uses bilinear model to capture pairwise dependencies between the features. In
particular, this model accounts for the interactions between the different item features.
• Collaborative User-specific Feature-based Similarity Models (CUFSM): By
using the history of ratings for users, it learns personalized user model across the
dataset. This method is one of the best performing collaborative latent factor based
model [13].
• Regression based Latent Factor Model (RLF):2 This method incorporates the
features of items in factorization process by transforming the features to the latent
space using linear regression [2]. If the learning method is Markov Chain Monte Carlo,
we name it RLF-MCMC.
• Cosine Similarity Based Recommender (CSR): Using the similarity between
features of items, the preference score of a user on an item will be estimated.
We would like to mention that as baseline algorithms we only consider state-of-the art
methods that are able to exploit the side information about items.
2The implementation of this method is available in LibFM library [25].
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Table 2: Results of comparing rankings methods versus ratings methods on ML-IMDB. λ is
regularization parameter, h is dimension of latent features, T is the number of iterations, η
is learning rate and σ is the standard deviation.
Algorithms Hyperparameters NDCG@10
MF η = 0.003, h = 10, σ = 0.4 0.0947
KPMF η = 0.003, h = 10, σ = 0.4 0.1005
DCT h = 10 0.0095
RLF-MCMC T = 100, σ = 0.1 0.0248
S
2
COR λ = 0.55, h = 10, T = 100 0.265
7.5 S2COR vs. rating
Many different algorithms are trying to provide recommendations to users such that the
predicted rating values be very close to the actual rates that users would provide. These
algorithms try to minimize the error between the predicted values and actual rating values
by minimizing Mean Squared Error (MAE) or Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) or etc.
Then, due to the fact that users tend to only care about the top of their recommendation
list, predicting a ranking of items of interest instead of ratings became the main focus
of recent works [10]. In this section we compare the results of S2COR with those state-
of-the-art algorithms that try to predict ratings for unrated items. Among the state-of-
the-art algorithms, we chose a diverse set of algorithms, which are Matrix Factorization,
Matrix Factorization with Side Information, Decoupled Completion and Transduction and
Regression Based Latent Factor Model. Table 2 shows the NDCG value of top 10 items of
recommendation list. It shows that S2COR outperformed all other rating prediction based
algorithms in terms of NDCG measure. The results confirm the effectiveness of providing
the ranks of items rather than their ratings.
7.6 Robustness to not missing at random ratings
In this section we compare the effect of incorporating the unobserved ratings in our learning
in comparison with excluding them from our learning. Most of the methods in the literature
ignore the unobserved ratings and train their model only base on observed ratings. By
incorporating the unrated items in ranking, our method can limit the bias caused by learning
solely based on the observed ratings and consequently deals with the not missing at random
issue of ratings. Table 3 shows results of comparing these two scenarios for S2COR on ML-
IMDB. In order to see the difference between these two scenarios, we considered 70% of
the ratings for training and 30% for test to have more ground truth for our testing. Table
3 shows the NDCG@5, 10,15 and 20 for both scenarios and it shows that incorporating
the unobserved ratings causes to improve the accuracy of recommendation list. Hence, the
NDCG values for top 5, 10, 15 and 20 items improved when unrated items were included as
part of the training process.
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Table 3: Results of employing missing ratings versus ignoring them on ML-IMDB. λ = 0.6
is regularization parameter, h = 10 is dimension of latent features, T = 100 is the number
of iterations.
Algorithm: S2COR NDCG@5 NDCG@10 NDCG@15 NDCG@20
Observed ratings 1.1690 2.2218 2.8362 3.2849
Observed + missing ratings 1.1794 2.2405 2.8585 3.3096
7.7 Dealing with cold-start items
We now turn to evaluating the effectiveness of S2COR for cold-start recommendation. To
do so, we randomly selected 60% of the items as our training items and 20% for valida-
tion set and considered the remaining 20% of the items as our test set. In this scenario,
baseline algorithms that are used for comparison are CSR, FBS, CUFSM and RLF. For
the experiments, we used ML-IMDB, Amazon and CiteULike datasets. Table 4 shows the
measurement results of applying mentioned algorithms on these datasets. For each test, the
parameters’ values producing the best ranking on the validation set were selected to be used
and reported. As it can be seen from the results in Table 4, the proposed S2COR algorithm
outperformed all other baseline algorithms and provided a recommendations with higher
quality in comparison to other methods. We can also see from the results of Table 4 that
for the ML-IMDB dataset, the improvement in terms of REC@10 is significant compared to
other datasets. Since the density of this dataset is much higher than other two datasets, this
observation indicates that our method is more effective in utilizing side information com-
pared to other methods. These results demonstrate the effectiveness of S2COR in comparison
with other state-of-the-art algorithms. S2COR was able to outperform other state-of-the-art
algorithms by considering the missing data and focusing on top of the recommendation list
for cold-start items.
8 Conclusions
In this paper we introduced a semi-supervised collaborative ranking model by leveraging
side information about both observed and missing ratings in collaboratively learning the
ranking model. In the learned model, unrated items are conservatively pushed after the
relevant and before the relevant items in the ranked list of items for each individual user.
This crucial difference greatly boosts the performance and limits the bias caused by learning
only from sparse non-random observed ratings. The proposed algorithm is compared with
seven baseline algorithms on three real world datasets that demonstrated the effectiveness
of proposed algorithm in addressing cold-start problem and mitigating the data sparsity
problem, while being robust to sampling of missing ratings.
This work leaves few interesting directions as future work. First, we would like to in-
vestigate the performance of the proposed S2COR algorithm when side information about
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Table 4: Results on cold-start items. λ, µ1 and β are regularization parameters, h is di-
mension of latent features, l is the number of similarity functions and T is the number of
iterations.
Algorithms Hyperparameters DCG@10 REC@10
M
L
-I
M
D
B CSR — 0.1282 0.0525
RLF h = 15 0.0455 0.0155
CUFSM l = 1, µ1 = 0.005 0.2160 0.0937
FBS λ = 0.01, β = 0.1, h = 5 0.2270 0.0964
S
2
COR λ = 0.6, h = 10, T = 200 0.2731 0.2127
A
m
a
z
o
n
CSR — 0.0228 0.1205
RLF h = 30 0.0076 0.0394
CUFSM l = 1, µ1 = 0.25 0.0282 0.1376
FBS λ = 0.1, β = 1, h = 1 0.0284 0.1392
S
2
COR λ = 0.6, h = 10, T = 200 0.1195 0.1683
C
it
e
U
L
ik
e CSR — 0.0684 0.1791
RLF h = 75 0.0424 0.0874
CUFSM l = 1, µ1 = 0.25 0.0791 0.2017
FBS λ = 0.25, β = 10, h = 5 0.0792 0.2026
S
2
COR λ = 0.6, h = 10, T = 200 0.0920 0.2243
users is also available using the graph regularization idea discussed in Section 6. Second,
we would like to empirically evaluate the performance of the optimization method derived
by dropping the convexity in future. Also, we have largely ignored the case of differentiable
smooth surrogate convex loss functions in this work and it would be interesting to consider
smooth alternatives and apply the accelerated optimization methods for faster convergence.
Moreover, the scalability analysis of of proposed algorithm on large datasets using stochastic
optimization methods is also worthy of investigation. Finally, we believe there are still many
open questions relating to non-random nature of rating information in many real applica-
tions.
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